Insurance Dictionary

Insurance definition, the act, system, or business of insuring property, life, one's person, etc., against loss or harm arising
in specified contingencies, as fire.This page provides a glossary of insurance terms and definitions that are commonly
used in the insurance business. New terms will be added to the glossary.Insurance and Risk Management Terms
Accountants Professional Liability Insurance Accounts Receivable Coverage Accreditation Accredited Adviser in
.insurance meaning: the agreement in which you pay a company money and the company pays the cost if you have an
accident, injury, or loss. Learn more.Insurance Dictionary. Pages: ISBN: X. The Silver Lake Editors who have
contributed to. this book are Kristin Loberg, Christina Schlank.Insurance Dictionary Offline Features: This app works
offline you do not need an internet connection. Perfect for your trips or when no data connection is.promise of
reimbursement in the case of loss; paid to people or companies so concerned about hazards that they have made
prepayments to an insurance.The Dictionary of Insurance presents words and expressions that are found in common use
in the property and casualty insurance industry. There are.Definition of insurance - an arrangement by which a company
or the state undertakes to provide a guarantee of compensation for specified loss, damage, illne.Insured definition: The
insured is the person who is insured by a particular policy. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Health
insurance definition is - insurance against loss through illness of the insured; Recent Examples of health insurance from
the Web Medical Dictionary.Insurance agent definition is - a person whose job is to provide people with Subscribe to
America's largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and .Self-insurance definition is - insurance of oneself
or of one's own interests Law Dictionary What made you want to look up self-insurance?.Insurance policy definition is a document that contains the agreement that an Law Dictionary Nglish: Translation of insurance policy for Spanish
speakers.Define insurance (noun) and get synonyms. What is insurance (noun)? insurance (noun) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
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